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complementary skills, expertise, and resources to assemble and
achieve a common goal - saving a species and its habitat from
disappearing. Every successful recovery program owes its success
to strong teams and strong partnerships.
WPC leads by bringing others together for collaborative efforts
to save species from extinction here in Canada. A recently
published report from the first workshop under the Canadian
Species Initiative is such a collaboration. More than 60 experts
with a wide range of backgrounds - field biologists, government,
First Nations, and conservation practitioners from across the
country - came together to identify priorities for saving 39
different taxa of snakes here in Canada. WPC’s leadership role
in bringing together others to increase conservation impact is
something we will continue to prioritize.

Canada’s last defence
for endangered species.
Wildlife Preservation Canada (WPC) envisions a land where
Canada’s wildlife is bountiful and diverse and thrives
without risk of extinction.
WPC saves animal species at risk from extinction in Canada by
performing hands-on work with species that requires direct
intervention to bring them back from the brink.
WPC invests in the future of conservation by providing
opportunities, both within Canada and abroad, for Canadian
conservation scientists to grow their expertise in working with
animal species at risk, and add to the overall body of knowledge
on animal conservation.
Learn more: wildlifepreservation.ca

Letter from Lance

Problem solving,
partnerships and
perseverance

A

ll successful endangered species recovery programs have
three things in common - problem solving, partnerships,
and perseverance.

Conservation is an inter-disciplinary hands-on endeavour
that requires teams to solve problems in real time and adapt
to new challenges. This ability to adapt arises from a mix of
past experience and scientific enquiry. We call this adaptive
management, but what it really comes down to is problem
solving.
Special Concern

WPC is saving the most imperiled
and endangered species in Canada.

The line of enquiry that our pollinator team has been following
to determine the optimal type of pollen to feed to bumble bees
in our conservation program is a perfect example. Who would
think that determining which species provides the best pollen to
feed bees would be one of the keys to being the first organization
in the world to save endangered bumble bees through captive
breeding? This attention to detail to solve problems is common
throughout all of WPC’s recovery programs and other successful
programs around the world.
Partnerships are crucial. No one organization can do everything.
Working with respected partners allows organizations with

Perseverance is one of the traits I am most proud of when I
think of Wildlife Preservation Canada’s team. Recovery success
does not happen overnight, even if it sometimes appears that it
does, as in the case of WPC’s Oregon spotted frog program. Last
year’s phenomenal success releasing more than 20,000 tadpoles
and froglets already appears on track to be repeated this year by
Andrea Gielens and her team in BC. Achievements like this are
the result of many years of hard work. Success happens because
our teams remain steadfast, learn from every apparent setback,
and build upon incremental successes which often take many
years to come to fruition.
We consider the journey to species survival to be like every
journey worth taking - it requires perseverance.
Stephanie Winton, Canada’s 31st New Noah exhibits all three
of these attributes. Stephanie is a problem solver and will be
developing new partnerships with other young conservation
biologists from around the world as she travels to the U.K.,
Mauritius, and Madagascar. Stephanie has certainly persevered
during her 2-year wait to become a New Noah.
As you read through this newsletter, I hope that you will see the
link between problem solving, partnerships, and perseverance
that has made WPC’s recovery programs successful.
Thank you to all of you who care about Canada’s wildlife as
much as we do.

Dr. Lance Woolaver Jr.
Executive Director
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Where in the world: Jersey, Channel Islands

Canada's New Noah

A long awaited journey

Stephanie is spending the first three months of her time
as Canada's New Noah at the Durrell Academy on the
island of Jersey in the UK. To set the stage for Stephanie's
adventures, we thought we'd share a bit about the island.

By Stephanie Winton

A

fter almost two years of waiting, it is wonderful to finally
be in Jersey, the first stop on my New Noah journey and
my home for three months as I participate in the Durrell
Endangered Species Management (DESMAN) course along with
nine other students from around the world.

Feeling inspired to tackle tough conservation challenges, we
have been immersed in workshops on facilitating, planning, and
managing conservation projects – the perfect opportunity to
practice and build upon the species conservation planning skills
I’ve gained working for WPC on the Canadian Species Initiative.

Travelling to a new country during a pandemic was surprisingly
smooth sailing and it is a wonderful feeling to be able to have
in-person classes again. It has felt extra special to be the first
Noah to travel in these new times as everyone at the Durrell
Conservation Academy and Jersey Zoo is delighted to welcome
the DESMAN students back. I’m cherishing the forgotten
pleasures of going to new places and meeting new people as I get
to know my classmates through swapping stories about our home
countries and exploring the island together.

Any chance I get between classes, I pop next door to visit
the animals at the Jersey Zoo. Every time I see species from
Mauritius like the Round Island skink, Rodrigues fruit bat,
and pink pigeon, I get a frisson of excitement and can’t wait to
hopefully encounter them in the wild.

Spring in Jersey is beautiful! Full of warm, sunny days with
daffodils blooming everywhere and chaffinches nesting in the
garden. There is a lot to learn in a short amount of time and we
certainly started out with a bang!
We have been treated to visits from some important leaders
in the field of wildlife conservation. First, we met the one and
only Professor Carl Jones, renowned for saving the Mauritian
kestrel from the brink of extinction, who shared stories of lessons
learned over a lifetime of conserving some of the world’s most
endangered species and restoring rare ecosystems. You can’t help
but be uplifted by his positivity, and encouragingly, many of
his principles for successful conservation programs are currently
practiced by WPC.
Next was Lee Durrell, the Honourary Director of the Durrell
Wildlife Conservation Trust, a renowned conservation biologist,
and wife of the late great Gerald Durrell. Lee shared the inspiring
history of the Trust, from how Gerry’s vision transformed zoos
and ex situ conservation, to how it continues to save species from
extinction (including ‘little brown jobs’ like WPC’s focal species),
restore ecosystems, and reconnect people with nature.
We were lucky enough to capture a photo of a local little brown
job while practicing wildlife monitoring with camera traps in the
hostel garden – a wild western European hedgehog. A sure sign
of spring!

Entrance to the 6,000 year old passage of La Hougue Bie - watch your head!
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When not in class or at the zoo, I’m out hiking along the cliff
path on the north coast of the island – the views are stunning!
Stephanie’s first stop as New Noah is the 3-month long Endangered
Species Management course at the Durrell Conservation Academy
in Jersey, UK, followed by a practical placement on the island of
Mauritius. Stay tuned to the fall edition of ON THE EDGE to read
about Stephanie's adventures in the field in Mauritius.

The island of Jersey, as it is now, has existed for 6,000
years, when rising sea levels detached the Channel Islands
from mainland France, which you can see from the east
coast on a clear day.
Evidence of neolithic people living on the island is found
throughout, mainly in the form of dolmens or stone
tables, although it was inhabited long before - even by
Neanderthals and mammoths!
La Hougue Bie, a 6,000 year old neolithic passage grave
is the oldest structure on the island, and, in fact, is one
of the 10 oldest buildings in the world (it’s older than the
pyramids!). Built from stones weighing up to 20 tonnes, the
passage perfectly aligns with the position of the sun on the
spring equinox and was a focal point for the community,
used for rituals and ceremonies.
These early settler communities altered the landscape
through their agricultural way of life – clearing the forest
to farm and graze animals and build wood and thatch
longhouses.

Left: Reintroduced red-billed choughs and grazing Manx Loaghtan
sheep at the restoration site on Jersey.
Below: The pink pigeon was saved from only 16 birds left in the wild
through innovative hands-on approaches by dedicated individuals like
Carl Jones.
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A yellow-banded bumble bee queen on willow. Photo: Tiffani Harrison

Yellow-banded bumble bee
University and Laval Univeristy, assessing whether certain pollen
types increase bumble bee reproduction.
We trialed feeding different pollen types to common eastern
bumble bee (Bombus impatiens) and brown-belted bumble bee
(Bombus griseocollis) queens we collected from the wild. We fed
half of the queens red maple pollen and the other half the usual
commercial pollen. We discovered that red maple increased
reproduction for both common eastern bumble bees and brownbelted bumble bees. Queens given red maple pollen were twice as
likely to produce workers and three times more likely to produce
males and future queens!

(Bombus terricola)
Status: Special Concern

WPC’s Native Pollinator Initiative
identifies factors causing bumble bee
population declines, and develops
techniques for recovery focused on
research, monitoring, outreach, citizen
science, and breeding. It is a multispecies effort to save Canada’s native
pollinators from extinction.

These results are very promising. We will continue to provide red
maple pollen to our queens early in the spring to increase their
reproduction and consequently increase our chances of having a
successful conservation breeding season!

Native Pollinator Initiative

Hungry bees,
flowering trees

Exploring the benefits of different
pollens for captive bees
By Sarah MacKell

W

hen people picture pollinator habitat, they generally
imagine a beautiful meadow of flowering plants and
tall grass. However, trees are crucial in providing
pollinators with pollen and nectar in large abundance as they
have many dense flowers. You may not think about trees as
pollinator habitat right away, likely because you often can’t spot
the pollinators buzzing on the flowers on limbs far above you.
Tree pollen is especially needed in the early spring when there are
not many ground flowers in bloom. Early spring is also a critical
time for bumble bee queens, just emerging from overwintering

and needing adequate nutrition to start producing offspring and
initiate their colony.
The number of offspring, especially how many reproductive
offspring (males and new queens) a queen produces, is the
measure of colony success. Without males and new queens,
called gynes, a queen cannot produce the next generation
and therefore cannot contribute to maintaining bumble bee
populations. There is a lot riding on early spring pollen.

We are continuing pollen research with our queens in 2022. We
want to assess whether red maple has the same positive impact
on the reproduction of a species of Special Concern, the yellowbanded bumble bee (Bombus terricola), a primary focus in our
breeding program. We are also adding willow pollen to the trials.
Willow is widely known to be a great resource for early-foraging
bumble bees and during our annual spring surveys across
Ontario we have found about a quarter of all our yellow-banded
bumble bees foraging amongst these trees.
Our preliminary results from last year show that bumble bees
are positively impacted by early flowering trees, like red maple,
and we are hopeful that yellow-banded bumble bee queens will
benefit.

WPC’s Bumble Bee Recovery team has historically fed their
bumble bees a commercial pollen formulated from a mix of
different flowers, commonly used by bee keepers rearing bees for
agricultural purposes. However, WPC’s team is curious to know
whether feeding our bee colonies a pollen mixture that more
closely reflects a wild diet will improve reproduction, which is
especially important for conservation efforts with at-risk species.
In the wild, bumble bees forage from different flowers
throughout the year and receive essential pollen nutrients, like
amino acids and vitamins, for each part of their lifecycle. For
example, in the early spring, blooming trees like willow and red
maple are thought to increase chances of a queen initiating a
colony.
In 2021, the bumble bee team started a collaborative project
with Dr. Mathilde Tissier, Liber Ero post-doc fellow at Bishop's

Above: A red maple tree in bloom in spring .These
unassuming flowers provide the first food for emerging
insects. Photo: Matt Benoit
Left: A thriving brown-belted bumble bee colony fed red
maple pollen in WPC’s Bumble Bee Conservation Lab in
2021. Photo: Sarah MacKell
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There is no coming back from extinction.
In Canada, many species are now perilously
close to the edge.
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Oregon spotted frog

(Rana pretiosa)
Status: Endangered in Canada

Fraser Valley Wetlands

Getting technical
with egg monitoring

Conservation breeding, headstarting,
and release are core activities used by
WPC to restore Oregon spotted frogs to
historic sites throughout the Fraser River
valley. Techniques we are using to save
this species will be used to save other frog
species here in Canada in the future.

By Pourya Sardari

F

rog season is in full swing in BC! The Oregon spotted frog
(Rana pretiosa) is Canada's most imperiled amphibian.
Conservation projects are now required to save this species
from extinction, one of which is WPC's breeding and recovery
program at the Greater Vancouver Zoo.
Last year was a fantastic year for the Oregon spotted frog
program because we were able to successfully produce over
20,000 tadpoles. Also exciting, last year at a restored wild habitat
six egg masses were found by field biologists for the first time.
This year we have other reasons to be excited. Briar Hunter, who
is completing a Masters of Science at Laurentian University, and
I got a chance to ultrasound female frogs before introducing
breeding females and males for the first time. This process,
data from which will contribute to Briar's master thesis, checks
the eggs for their level of development. A portable handheld
ultrasound, on loan from the Calgary Zoo, made quick work
of the process. After the ultrasound, the female frogs were
introduced to the males and were in amplexus (breeding position
for frogs) within minutes!
In addition, this year, as part of my master's project, I collected
water samples from the frog ponds to study the water chemistry
and potential hormones secreted by the frogs to determine what
causes them to have a successful breeding season. We will use this
information as we continue to replicate natural water conditions
in our breeding tanks.
We are currently on track to match last year's record for eggs.
As this newsletter goes to print, we have already released 16,397
tadpoles at local wetlands in the Fraser Valley!

J. Linton

With our help and your support, we can preserve
Canada’s wildlife diversity for future generations.
Above: Pourya (left) and Briar (right) performing an ultrasound
on a female frog. Photo: Andrea Gielens
Below: The Oregon spotted frog is one of North America's most
endangered amphibians. Photo: Pourya Sardari

You can leave a legacy. A bequest in your will
in support of Wildlife Preservation Canada
is a thoughtful, lasting way to leave a legacy.
This future gift will ensure that WPC’s field
programs will benefit Canada’s wildlife for
generations to come.
For more information about WPCs
Wildlife Legacy Society, please contact us
or visit: wildlifepreservation.ca/legacy

“A legacy gift to WPC will help
ensure that Canada’s unique
wildlife survives for generations
to come. For me, nothing
compares with the act of giving
back, which we do each time
we put animals back into the
wild to help their populations
recover. I can’t imagine a Canada
without these beautiful creatures.”
- Dr. Lance Woolaver, Executive Director, WPC
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Celebrating conservation
excellence: Jessica Linton

T

his spring we celebrate another recipient of the H. Alec B.
Monro Award for Conservation Excellence. The award,
named for a past-president and long-time dedicated
supporter of WPC, is given annually to a Canadian in the
conservation community who demonstrates a passion for and
commitment to saving endangered animals in Canada. We are
pleased to announce Jessica Linton as this year's recipient.

Above: The northern rubber boa was one of the species assessed
during the workshops and became the mascot of the event.
Photo: J. Crowley
Below: The ICAP report makes recommendations on the most
effective conservation actions zoos and other ex situ facilities can
take to save endangered species like the gray ratsnake, shown
here in it's natural habitat in Ontario. Photo: N. Cairns.

Canadian Species Initiative

A first for Canadian
snake conservation
By Stephanie Winton

C

anada recently committed to reversing biodiversity loss
by 2030 at the United Nations Summit on Biodiversity
in 2020.

Immediate innovative, integrated, and coordinated recovery
actions are required to meet Canada’s targets for biodiversity. It
is therefore critical that all available management techniques are
considered and applied strategically to prevent further loss of
species.
As a step towards reaching this goal, last year WPC collaborated
with a diverse group of specialists from across Canada to evaluate
potential conservation actions for Canadian snakes, in a sciencebased, inclusive, and participatory decision-making process.
In March 2021, for the first time in Canada, species experts
and practitioners from the in situ (in the wild) and ex situ (in
human care) communities came together in a virtual workshop

facilitated by the Canadian Species Initiative and the IUCN SSC
Conservation Planning Specialist Group.
The diverse group of over 60 participants included
representatives from governments, First Nations, zoos and other
ex situ facilities, academics, and other species experts from across
Canada, the United States, and Mexico.
The resulting report will be used to create the most effective
conservation actions by the ex situ community, which includes
zoos and aquariums, wildlife centers, botanical gardens, and gene
banks, to achieve wild population recovery goals.
The recommendations are now available online in a report called
'Integrated Collection Assessment and Planning for Canadian
Snakes' (ICAP).
A visual story map of the report is available on the WPC website:
wildlifepreservation.ca/snakeICAP

WPC has witnessed firsthand Jessica's dedication to saving species
at risk through our joint roles in the Ontario Butterfly Species at
Risk Recovery Team, of which Jessica is Chair. Specifically, Jessica
and her teams have worked side by side with WPC crews in the
mottled duskywing recovery program in Ontario, of which WPC
participates in the post-release monitoring.
“Jessica Linton truly embodies the essence of the Alec Monro Award,
with her passion and commitment to saving Canada’s endangered
species, particularly our rare butterflies. She is a true leader who has
successfully mobilized diverse partners to approach conservation in a
holistic and inclusive fashion. While her own knowledge and expertise
are extensive, she knows how to bring together complementary skills
to achieve effective conservation action. Testament to these abilities
has been the recent efforts to reintroduce mottled duskywing butterfly
to Pinery Provincial Park, for which she has been the driving force,"
states Jessica Steiner, WPC Conservation Programs Director.
A large focus of Jessica’s work is recovery planning and
implementation for oak savanna butterfly species at risk. In
addition to authoring the federal status assessment and Ontario
provincial recovery strategy for mottled duskywing, Jessica has
authored the draft federal recovery strategies for karner blue,
eastern persius duskywing, and frosted elfin butterflies. Jessica has
contributed and/or authored numerous species status assessments
and recovery planning documents, the most recent being the
recovery strategy for the Jefferson salamander.
One of Jessica's many conservation hats is as Senior Project
Manager and Biologist at Natural Resource Solutions Inc
(NRSI), a conservation consulting firm. In her role at NRSI,
Jessica manages a wide variety of projects which include impact
assessment, flora and fauna inventories, wildlife monitoring
program development, and Natural Heritage Assessments for
renewable energy projects.
Jessica also holds a Ministerial appointment to the Committee
on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC)
Arthropod Species Specialist Subcommittee and is Past President
of the Toronto Entomologist’s Association.
Jessica graduated from the Master of Environmental Studies
program at the University of Waterloo. Although her work has
taken her far abroad, leading educational nature tours in Central
America, Jessica remains an active advocate for the endangered
species in her own backyard of southern Ontario.

Above: Jessica Linton, the 2022 award recipient.
Below: The Jefferson salamander and the mottled
duskywing butterfly are two species at risk that Jessica is
actively working to save in Ontario. Photo: Jessica Linton
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Taylor's checkerspot butterfly

Native Pollinator Initiative

(Euphydryas editha taylori)
Status: Endangered in Canada

Five thousand
more chances for
species survival

WPC's recovery program for
the Taylor’s checkerspot butterfly
challenged the team to pioneer
techniques in breeding and release for
butterflies - an approach highlighted in
the recovery strategy for this and other
butterflies in Canada.

By Andrea Gielens

T

he earliest of spring days may seem like the start of
something new, but for WPC's Taylor's checkerspot
program it's the culmination of all of our work from the
previous year with the release of thousands of individuals of this
endangered species.

species of speedwell (Veronics spp.), and a surprising favorite,
non-native English plantain. Once they continue their ravenous
eating they will progress through a few more larval stages before
they pupate and emerge into the landscape as butterflies. Adults
live for about a month, to breed and lay eggs.

While this event might not look like what we envision a
“butterfly release” to be, it will hopefully help form a vibrant
population of checkerspots at a historically occupied site,
Helliwell Provincial Park on Hornby Island.

To ensure we have a founding population for next year, we keep
some animals back at our breeding facility. Those caterpillars
are entering the final larval stages and we are seeing our first
pupation of our breeding animals for 2022.

Our incredibly successful breeding season in 2021 meant that
this year we had over 5,400 larvae to release. Let's take a moment
for that to sink in. We had 5,400 caterpillars, each 2cm long
(which is the approximate size of a peanut) that we had to hand
release into the wild one caterpillar at a time.

With a dose of good weather, a lot of conservation science and
a little butterfly luck, our efforts this year will lead to another
successful release in 2023!

This meant that logistically we needed to separate our releases
into three different time frames. While this means a lot more
ferries for staff (6 in total each trip!) it means we aren’t putting all
the larva out at once, decreasing any risks, and allowing for more
monitoring.
This year we were able to involve government officials, local
naturalists groups and island residents, parks staff, zoo staff,
industry partners, and K’omoks First Nation.
We know that for species like the Taylor's checkerspot, 5,000
individuals will need to be released at a site for five consecutive
years before we should expect to see the beginnings of a selfsustaining population. This is why our release of 5,400 larva this
year is so meaningful.
Once released the larva immediately begin looking for food. At
the release site they are likely to come across many appropriate
species including marsh and thyme-leaved speedwell, other

A Taylor's checkerspot butterfly making its new home on
Hornby Island. Photo: Bonnie Zand
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This photo series shows the scale of the Taylor's checkerspot
releases in BC. The caterpillars are only 2cm long, and must
be hand transfered with a paintbrush to suitable host plants.
Each release location is marked with a flag for post-release
monitoring. Photos: C. Junck.
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In the next
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Wildlife Preservation Canada is growing.
We're adding new endangered species
recovery programs every year. This means
that we're not able to highlight all of our
programs with full articles in each edition
of ON THE EDGE.
The Fall 2022 edition will share stories
from some of our other programs not
mentioned in this newsletter.
There are two easy ways to stay up to
date on all our projects until fall:
1. Sign up for our monthly email
wildlifepreservation.ca/enews

Save at-risk species as a

WILDLIFE

P. Sardari

2. Follow along on the WPC Blog.
wildlifepreservation.ca/blog

Guardian

Invest in the survival of Canada’s
endangered bumble bees, birds, and
turtles by making a monthly gift of
$5, $10, or $20 to wildlife.
Sign up today at: wildlifeguardian.ca
T. Harrison

J. Crowley

Established in 1985,
Wildlife Preservation Canada
is a non-profit charitable
organization dedicated to saving
critically endangered wildlife
species from extinction.

Those who contemplate
the beauty of the earth find
reserves of strength that will
endure as long as life lasts…
There is something infinitely
healing in the repeated refrains
of nature—the assurance that
dawn comes after night, and
spring after winter.
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